
Editorial

This is the fifteenth year of the Lancaster
Archaeological Society and only the thirteenth volume
of Contrebis. This can be explained by the slippage
which occurred when no volume was issued in 19Bl,
two (nos. 9 and 10) in 1982, and double volurnes
in 1983-4 and 1985-6. It is intended to regularise
the production, starting with this issue, with an
annual volume issued in May/June. The policy remai-ns
as it always has been, to publish some papers read
before the Society, to print articles by members,
and notes on recent. finds.
While activity on the excavation side has not been
very great there are prospects of both preliminary
and rescue excavations in Lancaster, if current
proposals for city-centre developments go ahead.
It is hoped that excavations will take place when
derelict property on Damside Street is demolished.
This may give some insight into what was probably
t.he Roman waterfront. Here if anywhere, waterlogged
deposits may be encountered.

Any understanding of Roman Lancaster is hampered
by the continuing failure to publish the reports
on excavation put together as long ago as 1975.
hthile rumours of publication continue to reach us
there is a natural creditility gap built up over
the intervening twelve years.

It is with great sadness that we record the immo-
lation of the Department of Classics and Archaeology
at the University of Lancaster on the altar .of
teconomyt and rrationalisationr. What will survive
of its work remains to be seen. One consolation
is , the continuance of the Cumbria and Lancashire
Archaeological UniE, though obviously the pressures
to find outside and commercial sponsorship increase
all Lhe time. We are delighted to carry interlm
reports on the Unitfs work.

Andrew White,
Hon. Editor.

Notes on Coal and Coalmining in western Lunesdale
and Quernmore.

by John Clare & Phillip J. Hudson.

This paper is a resumd of a lecture given to the
society in November 1986, and is part of an interim
report on the progress of a field study in which
we are examining and recording all aspects of in*
dustrial activity in the Lune Valley.
The Quernrnore va1ley and its environs has in our
opinion been used for many many years as an
industrial site; this is in spite of the fact that
the whole area was Roya1. Forest during the medieval
and later periods. The whole valley from one end
to the other appears to have been a resource si_te
for Lancaster and adjoining areas, worked for per-
haps 2000 years. In the other areas covered by
this paper as in Quernmore, men have been extracting
by mining or quarrying coal, c1ay, iron, shale,
flags, millstones, slates, building and walling
stone, and working and exploiting many other
resources, the woodlands for timber and charcoal
making, streams and becks for water power, and
the remaining lands for different types of agricul-
ture'and forestry.
Our main topic is coalmining; other aspects of
industrial activity in the area will be discussed
in later reports. First a short resumd of the
history of coalmining and use in northern England
in order to set the scene. The Romans used coal,
but they probably only surface-mined it, or used
shallow bell pits. It is known that the Romans
were mining lead and other minerals in the Yorkshire
Dales and elsewhere, and coal finds are recorded
on Hadriants Wall and on Roman sites at Wilderspool
and Manchester(1). By 1180 there are references
which cannot be tied in fu1ly with charcoal use.
These appear in the documents as use of ttcole or
seacolestt, for example, Et Counden, Sedgefield
and Bishopswearmouth, (2) and the monastic houses
in Yorkshire had coal mining rights near Leeds
and elsewhere in i170.(3)
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Studies of some of the mini-ng techniques medieval
miners used shows use of the bell pit method.. This
method involves sinking a shaft to the coal seam,
maxj-mum depth being about 50ft, and working the
seam of coal as far as possible round the base of
the shaft before it caves in. The working cannot
go very far sideways before the miners run out of
oxygen, so this type of working is not usually more
than 60 feet across the base. Take the surface
off an old working area and you will see a series
of holes (these types of workings have been revealed
quite recently when the National Coal Board were
opencasting on some of the old workings). One of
the disadvantages of using the bel1 pit method occurs
when the miners run into a thicker seam of coal;
it cannot be worked quite as far sideways as a thin
one before it caves in. To overcome this problem
what they used to do was to sink a shaft into a
series of chambers, and then work the sides leaving
in pillars of rock or coal for roof supports. Both
hexagonal and pentagonal chambers have been recorded
in the Wigan area. What age these are is not known
but they must be early, perhaps medieval. The normal
type of bell pit has been in use from Roman times,
and in some areas bell pits have been used in iron
mining from the 12th century, so it is a very o1d
technique. The bell pit is one coal mining method
in general use within the Ltnesdale area.
hlithin the general area of Lunesdale we possibly
have all these methods of mining in use. Another
method, which was in use in Quernmore coal working,
was to drive down two shafts near to each other,
one much larger and used to bring up all the coal,
the other, the smaller with a fire on top of it
which could be tended by the winchman operating
the winch on the larger shaft. By having a fire
on the top of the small shaft it is possible to
draw air through the mine below, and if a series
of barriers or baffles are introduced in the under*
ground works the miners can move air around where
they need it in the complex.

Early mine working and methods were not primitive
as a selection of tools used in mining, taken from

Agricola's 16th century illustrations, (4) df,o* a
range of well-made and specialised equi]pment.
(Fig 1) This treatise on mining uses many lillus-trations taken from mines i"n the north of Erfgland.
Mining methods and technology in England ln the
16th century were quite sophisticated and incor-
porated many of the methods developed and used by
the Romans. Agricola, c.1550, shows the sinking
of mine shafts, the first stages of the excavati-on
of the mine, and he shows a windlass up at the top
to do the hoisting. hle want to draw your attention
to this for a later point. He shows the sinking
of shafts with adits or leve1s running in, all the
Eypes of methods in use, including techniques used
for raising water, and draining mines, and a most
ingenious one of a series of buckets driven by a
water wheel where the buckets are just chained to-
gether by their handles.(Fig 2) That method was
certainly in use about 1380 in Newcastle. Another
method where there is a series of sucti-on lift pumps
powered by an undershot water wheel is also quite
ingenious.
Agricola illustrates ventilating the mines using
water power, and use of a water wheel underground,
with the vent shaft sticking out above the surface.
So by 1560 miners were being quite clever in their
efforLs to mine coal. These mining techniques
discussed above could well have been in use in Ehe
Lunesdale area from medieval times. Most of the
siLes we are researching are within the area that
Moseley(5) called the Lancaster Fe1ls. (Fig 3)
First the geology of tire area; limestone up in the
northern area, the Bunter shales and Keuper rnarles
down in the south, and more limestone in the
Slaidburn area. In the centre are the grits of
the upper Carboniferous series, which is the main
area of our study. In the Ingleton area there are
the lower Coal Measures, in which there are a
different group of coals. Across the area of study
the strata dip from the central point at Clougha,
back northwards towards Ingleton. This point is
important when we begin to look at the number of
coals and coal seams in the area.

Starting off on the lower Coal Measures at Ingleton
-4--3-
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Fig.l. Agricola; firsL stages in the excavation of a mi-ne. Fig.2. Agricolal mine drainage.
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here there are 3ft., 4fL., j,ft., 8ft., and 10ft.
seams. These are Lhe true Coal Measures that are
found in south Lancashire and elsewhere. We than
move down the Bentham and Greta Grits with coatr
(Fig.4) and down to another one which is the Clints-
field Grit and Coal(Fig.5). These are found at
one or two points and it is quite an extensive seam.
Three seams are involved, two being about 18 inches
thick in very close proximity to each other,(Fig.6)
and a Lhird smaller one found elsewhere. These
seams have been mined quite extensively as has the
Ingleton seam.

In between is the Bentham Grit group. In this group
there are one or two seams which appear to be between
2 and B inches in thickness, and at places near
Burton in Lonsdale they appear to have been mined.
Eight inches is not very thick coal seam, but it
is possible that the seam lenses in and out, so
it thickens in places and goes down to B inches,
and where the geologist like Moseley found it, it
is only seen as an 8 inch seam. Across to the east
there are the Oak Bank Grits, and the Crossdale
Grits; here there is a thin seam, but nothing in
the Oak Banks. We then move down into the Marine
Caton Shales. These are black shales with septarian
nodules. Then we move down into a very important
group, the Roeburndale Grjrt Group, with its coals.
This is a group which is found throughout our study
area, particularly in the Quernmore Valley.
A section through the valley shows a tendency for
the coal seams to bend (Fig.7); these are the Caton
Shales overlying the Roeburndale Grits, and there
is a fairly consistent coal seam near the top of
these grits (sometimes called the Roeburndale
shales). Further down there is much thicker coal;
it can be up to nearly three feet thick further
down still, though not shown in Moseley's work, there
might be a third or fourth seam which lenses in
and out.
The depths of the coals in the series are shown
in Moseley's cores (Fig.6). One of these is now
generally known as the Caton Coals, named after
Caton in the Lune Valley.

This seam is found at Short Reks near Gresgarth
Hal1, very close to the surface, only 10ft down
in the series of rock in places, and recorded as
18 inches in thickness. What happens to it else-
where is it tends to go deeper, and Moseley ca1ls
it the Smear Ha1l Coal, and it is up to 2ft in thick-
ness but is not found in every borehole, as it lenses
in and out, and it is much deeper in places. There
is a fairly consistent seam of thin coal only a
few i-nches in thickness up near the top, and we
think it sometimes joins togeEher to become much
thicker. This is a quite normal characteristic
of minor coals.
In Quernrnore the coal workings start in the northern
end of the va11ey, at Gresgarth Hall,(map 1) coming
down pasE Hollinhead, both in the woods and in the
fields. The main seam runs through this area.
Judgi-ng by the number of workings we have found
and mapped the seam is quite extensive but at one
point workings are absent for seemingly no reason,
and on a map there is a clear area. This is because
there is a fault running through and when you get
to the other side of this the pits begin again.
The sites run down through The Lythe, Scroggs Wood,
Gibson Wood/Rig Lane/King Charles site, some 24
in all in that wooded area, Rowton, near Quernmore
village, Scotforth Moor and E1lel.(map 2).
There are some tentative dates at whlch we know
the various collieries were working, but there is
however a paucity of written accurate records for
the coal worked in many of the areas we have
examined.

At the Ingleton and the Burton Collieries, (6) on
the main coal seams, dates are from 17th century
to 1937 at Ingleton and Burton, 17th to 19th cen-
tury at Clintsfield (these are the ClinLsfield Coals
we mentioned earlier). Certainly the pits are marked
on Yatest *.p surveyed c.1775,(7) and the colliery
was reopened again in 1855. 0n Yatest nap is shown
the site of the present pump/winding house, and
its remains are stil1 extant. Yates marks a water
whee1, which suggests that they were pumping the
mine using water power. The remains of the water
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works can be sti11 seen on this site. Tatham
Co11iery, again on the Clintfield Coals, marked
on Yatest Mup, worked until after 1834. At Bentham
we know they worked pits in 1810 and 1840, as there
was a miner killed in 1842. This particular seam
crosses the river valley, and re-appears on the
river side just behind Sellet Hall (B). It is
not known when these were worked but they are quite
large pits. Some coal has been found in association
with a medieval pottery kiln on Docker Moor and
coal workers are recorded in the lllhittington Parish
Registers in 1662/63. There are some opencast
workings beside the Halton - Whittington - Kirkby
Lonsdale road. The coal at Casterton is on a
different seam altogether above Ease Gill. (9).
We know these were being worked in Charles I t s
time, probably through to about 1850. At Farleton
1560 appears to be the first date until about 1809,
then they tried opening them for local use about
1830. The Roeburndale, Wray Moor and Smear Hal1
mines date from Yatest time until 1910, and there
is sti11 a colliery owner listed in 1890. Yates
does seem to be reliable in his mapping of the
working collieries, but he fails to record any
within the Quernmore Valley.
Halton Moor is mentioned about 1520 (10), when
there is a reference to e man digging for coal
at Coalpits Hi11. The name suggests the workings
were somewhat earlier than 1520. There is still
one collier listed in the parish in 1738. Then
there is a remarkable discovery reported in the
Lancaster Gazette in L826, an 18 inch coal seam
ffior.
On the Halton Moor site, not yet mapped, is an
o1d working with a ring of spoil round the outside
with a depression in the centre. In this one the
depression is sinking, and this suggests that the
shaft below is sinking too. Other examples can
be seen on Wray Moor and Mount Vernon. 0n thiS
Halton site we have found a series of features
with a deepish cut in the land whi-ch could be a
drift. Further over are a series of pits and some
more 'in Wegber hlood. There is a pit ln the valley

by the side of the stream, possibly a double shaft
type, one large and one small.
As you approach the wood there is another group.
Here the farmer has partly filled them in and knocked
the edges off them, so now they look like little
quarries.

Across the road to the north-west is another area
of pits, with others further down the field but
much less well defined due to age and weathering.
You need to have the light at the right angle to
see some of these features. Down the road to the
east of the linear roadside woodland are a series
of workings with a very well defined track running
through, quite extensive workings, mostly pits,
but with the odd surface working. 0n the ground
there are a lot of coal fragnents. Down the track-
wdy, there are two shafts on the right just in the
wood, and here again there is a small and a large
type. The shaft of the larger one is sinking and
becoming deeper all the time and beginning to hold '
some water. We have noticed this sinking for a
couple of years. These pits can sink right down
and fill with water, and one on a farm in south
Quernmore has done this and the farmer has been
filling it in for the last 20 years.

The next site is the Haws House /.Littledale colliery
(map 2). Here we have a problem with references.
For example in the 16th century where is Caton?.ttln Caton my lord hath a mine and quarry of coal
together with flagstones etc.r', (c1580)(11). Were
the writers referring to Haws House, Littledale,
or Caton itself or some other site? Certainly Haws
House colliery was being worked in 1820-25, and
even up Eo about 1846. The 1st ed. 0S Mup, marks
two kinds of mine; told miner and tminet. Does
this mean that the told minest are finished and
that they are sti11 working on the ones markedtminet? Most of.these mines are marked on the 1846
lst ed. 6" 0S maps, but there are some we have
located which are not. The pits here are quite
extensive, the ones behind the farm are open cast
workings and be1l pits, and there are some in the
wood below and to the right with levels in the woods

-B--7-



below. The pits here are a somewhat different
form of the be1l pits found elsewhere in the area.
The miners appear to have pulled all' the maLerial
out one wdy, a method not seen on the earlier be1l
pit siLes. Map 2 shows the extent of these work-
ings. In the Caton/Gresgarth area there are a
lot of pits and old coal workings.

An early date of 1563 is mentioned, and another
of 1737 when a syndicate of miners was formed to
take over the lease (12). In I74I the lease was
taken over by the farmer of Hollinhead, and in
1801 Gresgarth Hall Estate was sold with its coal
pits. In 1804 a man fe1l down a shaft he was sink-
ing as he was subject to fits, and there were
further attempts to mine coal in 1815 and 1825.
There are records of pits immediately behind
Gresgarth Hal1 but they were fil1ed in about two
years ago before anyone surveyed them.

We begin our tour of these workings at Hawkshead
(*ap 1 ) . Marked on the 0S maps nearby is Sink
Shaft hlood, and just over the wal1 at the lane
side below the farm in the wood is a bell Pit,
and further down at the other end of Lhe wood are
two more. Across the road in the field there are
some more, now just faint hollows and one is crossed
by the 1810 enclosure award wa1l, after being
flattened out a bit. There are more bell type
pits up the hil1, and the farmer tells us that
he has picked up coal around these. 0n the far
side of the hill is Zion Wood, with a few more
pits in it. Further down the road towards Pilgrims
Rest, just beyond the cottage up the bank behind
is a be1l pit, seen now as a flat platform with
a lot of coal around it. It has been used as a
rubbish tip and is almost fi1led. A little further
down the road, up the banking, Lhere are two more
bell pits, and on the top of the scarp on Short
Reks there are two open shafts. The first shaft
is 7-8 ft across and 40 ft deep, and was said to
be 80 ft deep, again used as a rubbish tip. The
next shaft is interesting as the miners have driven
down at an ang1e, Where the seam runs at nearly
B0 degrees Ehey have worked it downwards and side-
ways, and you can still see the coal in the side.

This shaft is now some 30 ft deep.

hlhen these were cut we are not certain, but they
could be those pits being tried ln the early 19th
century. Below Short Reks in the scarp is another
working and it is possible to see the coal seam,
some 16 to 18 inches thick.
Here the seam has been worked sideways and has a
hollow area below where coal has been cut out, and
part collapsed. It is not very good quality coal
and has been described as t boiler house coal t .
Up on the top of William Bank and Flodden the coal
has been worked down the rock bed, the general
opinion being that the angle of the rock bed is
some B0 degrees just here and at least this angle
further down some of the known seams in this local-
1ity, but it is not always at that angle elsewhere.
The miners could have just taken all the coal out
and propped the rock apart in many places. Right
through this area there are very extensi-ve workings,
seen as bell pits, shafts, adits and drifts.
Near to these sites down on the Caton-Quernmore
road, just to the north of Deys Farm, the road
collapsed a few years ago and the farmer informs
us that there was a stone arched culvert going back
into the hillside. So what was this culvert/tunnel
f eature? l^le thi-nk it is a sough which runs right
below the mines on the hill above, draining them
all. This would al1ow working to a considerable
depth. A cross section through Flodden Hill and
across on an east-west axis would, if we assume
that the average depth of a shaft in those days
was 60 ft maximum, make a drainage sough in that
locality of major practical importance and al1ow
much deeper working of the coal seams above. Where
the pits and seam actually go we don't know, until
we can survey the area more accurately. We suspect,
if the geological information is .correct, that this
is the Caton Shales seam. The Roeburndale Beds
which dip down are much deeper at this point, but
the Caton Shales are exposed across the top of the
bank, so the seam must run fairly deep and it may
even go down at an ang1e, and dip in and out. If
the coal seam has gone deep these pits in the bottom
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of the hill may have gone very deep indeed, down

to the depth of the sough. The advantage of a sough
is that it gives a draught for ventilation as well
as drainage.

The next site is possibly in an enclosure which
the men of Lancaster made about l5l1 (13)' in the
vicinity of the old I North Quernmoor Common.t The
Stuarts are thought to have owned the pits in Quern-
more, and they also held the pits at Casterton.
There are pits in the Quernmore area that are called
Prince or King Charlesr pits. One of the 1oca1
farmers calls a site Prince Charlesr pits, and nearby
is colliery site which the locals call King Charlest
Col1iery. There are also references to Quernmore
Moor rnine, or Quernmore Common mine, and references
to the enclosures of the burgesses of Lancaster
in this general area. There j-s an o1d mine recorded
in the Lancaster Corporation minutes of 1661 ' and
referred to again in 1689, 1710, 1755, 1764 when

it is re*let, and in 1773 the mining stops, as the
lessee surrenders the lease. In 1825 there is a

reference to mining being carried on on the northern
slopes of Clougha, up in the Foxdale area' and again
in 1880. The farmer tel1s us that his grandfather
remembers men mining the top two pits in Gibson
Wood. What we appear to have in this general area
is a fairly extensive colliery prior to 1700, but
it is not marked on Yates'-*up; which suggests that
it is not being worked at the time when he surveyed
Quernmore. There are various theories as to when
Yatest map was surveyed (c.I774-5). We suggest
that if the colliery was not being worked at this
time he would not record it.
In the field to the south of Gibson Wood, Rough
Lot, ate some mounds which are in fact remains of
pits, very large pits (map 2). One of these, the
furthest south, has part of the banking cut away.
There is another circular spoil heap with a Pit'
and another one where the shooting club hut stands,
which might be a double shaft.
There is an area up the side of one pit worn away

by motor bikes. Inspection of this shows tailings
oi coal over the overburden and the dumped rock
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and rubble. In this field there are the remains
of a winding gin anrl ssrns o1d building foundations.
0n the east bank of the River Conder are a linear
series of smaller bell pit workings which we think
are of a much earlier date.
The larger workings on Rough Lot are shafts and
go down some 60 feet. 0n the rim of most of these
you will find about 3 ft of shaft debris and then
a thin layer of coal finings. Our findings seem
to support the theory that the earlier the possible
date of a pit or working, the less coal there is
about the site, and we think this is a character-
istic of the working method; if men were working

.for themselves, as we think the earlier miners were,
then they would pick out every bit of valuable coal
they found, while this is possibly not the case
wlth hired help. 0n some sites it is very difficult
to find any coal round the pits either because they
have been picked clean (because they are early),
or they are ventilating shafts or sites where no
coal was found. In Gibson Wood some five yards
down from the Littledale Road where there is a lay-
bye, the wa11 runs into a dip, and thaE is the site
of a bell pit, which pre-dates the Enclosure Award
wa1l which now runs across it. Looking across the
striram just up the other bank there is a flat plat-
form area with a very large dip in the middle and
coal around the spoil lip. Further into the wood
upstream are some other workings, one covered with
o1d corrugated iron and a few stones. This is the
top of a shaft, partly filled in. The stone facing
survives at the back and the feature is circular.
In another pit at the northern end of the wood,
lying in the bottom of a sunken pit shaft was found
the remains of a kibble. This is where the farmer
said men were still mining in the 1BB0's. A kibble
is the type of bucket used to raise the coal etc.,
out of the pit below. This kibble is now in a safer
p1ace. Just above this site is another with a double
hollow; these are two shafts, the larger in front,
and the smaller one just further up the bank.
Further up in the wood are several more be1l pits
and old shaft heads. Some of the trees growing
in these filled workings are quite large. One is

&
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an oak some 2 ft in girth, which has been growing
there for some considerable time.

To the south just over the Conder next to the wa1l
side is an adit or mouth of a sough, with a stone
walled entrance and another over the wa1l in Rough
Lot.
There is also evidence in this general area of water
channels being cut, a possible water wheel siLe,
and a race. A closer look in the fields to the
south shows some more sites that have been worked.
One set of workings has its own trackway in and
there are some smaller workings along the side of
the hill towards Askew Hill Farm. In the wood to
the west, Scroggs Wood, are anot.her three bell pits,
one just outside the noith fence, and an associated
trackway in. This is sti1l the Gresgarth Hal1 seam
continuing through from the King Charles / Gibson
Wood / Rough Lot site.
Some of the older residents of the valley have told
us that their grandparents remember o1d coal mines
opposite Quernmore Church. This site went when
the Lune-Wyre pipeline was constructed. Some other
sites could have been destroyed when the Thirlmere
pipeline was constructed in the late 19th century.
If you walk up the footpath at the south side of
Birk Bank you will find there are two seams of coal
that outcrop onto the ptth, and looking down you
will see the coal. Look also into the trees along-
side to the north and you can see where the rock
has been taken out possibly to get at the coal seams
be1ow.

Moving further down the valley to near Low Pleasant
and Quernmore crossroads we come to the Roman pottery
kiln, and lime kiln. Just north of the site of
the pottery if one looks just a little further back
towards Caton there is a peculiar groove up the
hill. This might be a sunken trackway or a drift
working, and alongside it are what appear to be
be1l pits. We have found no traces of coal on them
but they are certainly pits of some kind and we

think they are very o1d, possibly associated with
the kiln site. There are two more bell pits in
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the wood to the north.
To the south there is another mine on Scotforth
Moor, at Mount Vernon Farm. hle know it existed
in I7I4 and I7I5, as Tyldesley talks about visiting
the Scotforth Moor mines (14). It may well have
been worked as recenLly as 1926, or 1930.

In 1926 one ,section of it may have been opened up
by a 1oca1 coal merchant, and certainly in I92B
it stil1 had the rails in iL. There is another
reference to Scotforth Moor when men were sinking
a shafr in 1824.

There is a shaft in E11e1, in Cocker Clough Wood,
reported in 17l4-I715. They also tried sinking
at hlhams south of Elle1 in 1837, but probably found
nothing.

In 1713 men were boring for coal in Bulk (15) it
is not known where, using the two-man boring
method (16), Men were searching in Dolphinholme
for coal in 1798, and there was a bel1 pit opened
at Overton c.1825, but no record of any finds.
At Heysham in 1948 when building the ICI works a
2 ft seam of coal was found, and when the transformer
for the nuclear power station was put in coal was
fouhd, and the Coal Board came along and removed
the 2 ft seam over the full area.

To return to the Scotforth / Mount Vernon site,
there is evidence of open cast coal workings above
Mount Vernon. Here there is quite a long groove
which we interpret as this type of coal working
and a bel1 pit and a shaft up above this site.
The west bank just above the River Conder is where
the main mining is known to have been carried out,
there being quite extensive workings, possibly six
adits, be11 pits, shafts and the open cast. In
the 1970ts one of those adits was surveyed, by Jones
and Cumpsty (Fig. 8). Their plan shows the entrance
to the adit going back some 70 metres, going through
the coal seam at one point. Coal is shown as quite
a sizeable seam, up t.o 30 inches thick and the site
of a windlass is marked. The coal seam i-s at an
angle running across, and it has been worked both
downwards and upwards. At one side t.here is a cave

?
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in and it could well join into the other known adits
further along the banking. A possible method of
working the coal in this seam is as fo11ows. There
lies the River Conder in the bottom of the valley,
the line of the banking is a few metres up the slope
to the l,/est, and the f ield at the back is a bit rough
where they have worked it there on the surface, going
down as far as was practicable.
Be1l pits were put in and worked either side, then
halfway down the banking it was quarried out, by
going down and under. Finally adits were driven
in and worked dciwn. How they got the water out we

dontt know, as the workings are below the water 1evel
of the Conder at times, and there are no signs of
mil1 races or anything like a pumping system, only
some associated building foundations.

In 1984 another adit was re-opened for exploration
and survey. Digging in only took a few minutes,
and inside there were the tunnels and the seam of
coal at the end. It is possible to see the pick
marks on the coal face, the original pit props still
in situ, and the thickness of the coal seam' well
over two feet thick, so it was well worth getting
even if it is poor quality. Inside is the remains
of 'a windlass, which you recall from the 1560 wind-
lass illustrations of Agricola mentioned earlier.
The handle is in situ but the centre of the wooden
beam has rotted away so it is now in two pieces.
There are other pits and mines in Ehe study area
which we may be able to open and investigate and
add to our present knowledge, should we be fortunate
enough to obtain permission from the owners. In
conclusion we must state that we have problems with
the study, of which the biggest is trying to put
dates on many of the workings, as many have been
worked privately and no records appear to have
survived.
There are probably coal mines elsewhere. We have
reported some of those in the valley, but we have
not been all round the area yet. There are reported
trials of other workings further to the south, and
we have woods to investigate any of which could
produce another pit. With regard to the other coal
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workings mentioned briefly we hope to publish a

much more comprehensive paper in the near future
which will cover all the workings in the Lune Valley
area. We would welcome any comments on this intro-
ductory paper and any information readers might
have that could be used to extend our knowledge
of the topic.
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